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Question 1 	 [20 marks, 8+2+2+2+6] 

(a) Suppose that (j a number a tnat the function f is given by 

1. 

Find the critical points of f. For each critical point of f, determine whether it is a local minimum, 
local maximum, Oi a saddle point, .. 

(b) 1/ be a vector space over a fieid ~ and su ppose that are vectors in 1/ . 

(i) What does it mean to say that Uj, are iinearly independent? 

spans the vector space V 7(ii) What does it mean to say 

(iii) When 	is a set vectors in Ii a basis 7 


Let that the set 


Question 2 	 [20 rllarks f 8+8+4] 

(a) 	The number of fish in lake is 10000 at the start of 2016. yeai', of fish who were 81 

at the start of the year die and 1000 new fish are born. Find an expression in as simple a form as 

possible, for the number of fish in the laKe years after start 2016, Describe what happens 

to the number of fish in the lake in the long run, 


(0) Fine eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the matrix 

's a 
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(c) 	 Find a 2 >< 2 matrix 

I a
' , with non-zero entries in lR such that the equation 
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/ 
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"has no utlons. 

Question 3 	 [20 marks, 4+6+4+2+4] 

(a) following matrix and vector, 

/,
I .L 

b I 
\3 

gtve:l. 



(i) 	 Determine the matrix B A as weil as its inverse and state the formuia for the projection 
matrix that projects bonto the column spaCE: of 

(ii) 	 Determine the projection vector if = A) -1 for projecting b onto the column space 

of as well as the vector that is orthogonal to the column space of A such that b p+ 

(0) 	 i=ind a value of Q E C for vvhich the vectors 

/~\ and 
i I(
') J (I)

\"'1 

are orthogonal in the standard inner product on 

(c) 	Consider the .x::2 matrix 
-1\

IA 
2 ) 


Verify ~hat has ~ank 2 


s a decimal places to the root 


-+1f 

Xl) 	= 1. 

Question 4 	 [20 marks, 1+1+1+5+12] 

(a) 	Consider the following system of linea~ equations: 

1+ 

+- +z 3 

Com the coefficient matrix. II tnat matrix A 


l i) Compute the augmented matrix for the given system linear equations. 


(iii) 	 is the matrix A in row echelon form? (Justify your answer) 

(iv) 	 use uss-Joroan elimination for solving a system of linear equations to th~ system 
of linear equation 

Suppose tne quantity II is defined as a function of through the equation 

1. 

j.Fina the value of when = 1 [You might find it useful to note that 	 \ ; 

Find 	a gene~al expression for the derivative :t/ . Hence determine the vaiue of yl (1 
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Question 5 	 [20 marks y 6+6+4+4J 

(2) 	 A monopoly has fixed costs or 20 and marginai cost function + The demand equation for its 
product is p + q 20. Determine the profit functionin terms of q. Hence find the production leve! 
that maximises the profit. 

(b) 	 Use the method of Lagrange multipiiers to find the positive 0+ .T and :// wh 

T-rl 


SUbject to the constraint :r -, y = 120. 


The C is defined by 
11 

c ~.~ y 


ie; as product tnree linear factors. 


is defined 	 and d are constants. Given that the image or 

the Ilt the I'epresented A is (-2,1,'; . find the of 
a d. 
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